Thinking Outside the Card: GPU's
Traditionally, video cards (aka. display card, display adapter or graphics adapter) is an expansion
card which generates images that are passed to a display device such as a monitor. There have
been a huge series of standards like CGA, VGA, EGA, XGA and many others which were
introduced beginning in 1982 and supported by a variety of manufacturers.
As an alternative to the video
card, the video card hardware
can be combined into the
motherboard, in which case
the motherboard is referred to
as having integrated graphics.
Even when a motherboard
provides integrated graphics,
often the integrated graphics
are disabled in favor of a
higher performance external
video card.
This tutorial is not about
graphics display adapters or 3
dimensional rendering per se. Display adapters have evolved tremendously and are now touted
as graphics processing units (GPU). A GPU is a specialized device designed to manipulate
memory in images referred to as frame buffers and deliver these images rapidly to a display
device.
Today, GPUs are primartly manufactured by Intel, Nvidia, and AMD/ATI. GPUs are like the CPU in
a computer, except that GPUs were generally purposed towards calculations to display 3D
graphics, 2D drawing acceleration, and framebuffer capabilities. Today most GPUs feature larger
amounts of very fast memory with many cores and run with many parallel threads to provide
extremely high performance. In addition, todays video display adapters are connected to the PCI
Express bus which is a very high speed parallel bus architecture. Most video cards operate on the
x16 bus which uses 16 lanes (x16) of simultaneous traffic from the main system bus to and from
main memory.
The PCI Express bus was initially introduced in 2003 and has continued to evolve and improve
ever since. As an example, the most prevalent PCI Express standard was introduced as PCI

Express 3.0 in 2010 and on an x16 bus slot it provides a throughput of 15.75GB/s. PCIX 4.0 in
2017 increased that to 31.5GB/s and PCIX 5.0 in 2019 increased to 63GB/s. Current display
adapters regularly contain as much as 2TB of VRAM memory which is typically either DDR4 or
GDDR5. High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) was first used by AMD GPUs in 2015. HBM achieves
higher bandwidth while using less power in a substantially smaller form factor than DDR4 or
GDDR5 because it stacks DRAM dies creating a kind of 3D circuit.
All the power in these GPUs is traditionally used to drive very high resolution displays depending
very fast frame rates for 3D graphics, modelling, and gaming.
It wasn't long before it was noticed that these GPUs were a tremendous resource that could be
used for other than graphics. Even though cryptocurrency is getting more and more difficult to
mine, CGMiner and BFGMiner both take advantage or the huge amount of threads that todays
GPUs have to offer.
Sometimes display adapter performance can be used to render graphics and execute simulation
applications without actually being physically connected to a monitor. One popular use of powerful
GPUs is Folding@home which is a distributed computing project for simulating protein dynamics,
including the process of protein folding and the movements of proteins implicated in a variety of
diseases. It brings together citizen scientists who volunteer to run simulations of protein dynamics
on their personal computers.
Plex Media Server often needs to convert the video to a different quality or a compatible format.
Converting the video (transcoding) happens automatically, in realtime, while you’re playing it. To
convert videos faster and with less processing power, you can turn on HardwareAccelerated
Streaming in Plex Media Server. When hardware acceleration is turned on, Plex Media Server will
use the video decoder and encoder hardware support on your GPU to convert videos, letting you
stream HD or 4K video more smoothly and stream to more devices at once.
Many people use computers such as the Raspberry Pi, the Apple Mac Mini, and even desktop
computers in a "headless" mode to host Network Attached Storage (NAS), music servers, and other
applications. If you want/need to access the graphical user interface (GUI) of a modern desktop on
a headless machine there are protocols such as Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), Virtual Network
Computing (VNC), Simple Protocol for Independent Computing Environments (SPICE) and NX
Technology (NX).
The problem with remote desktop access and a headless computer is that in many cases, the
actual generation of the screen display uses the GPU hardware even though the computer might
not have a monitor connected to it. Most modern computers will not actually enable their GPU if a
monitor is not physically attached to the computer.
I discovered this behavior recently while trying to use the NX protocol with the "Nomachine"
software to remotely access a Raspberry Pi 4. I also used VNC to access the Pi 4 and as long as
an HDMI monitor was connected, I was seeing a very customized display. If I booted with no
monitor connected to the HDMI (headless), I was seeing a basic LXDE desktop without the
"extras". I started to look at what was not displaying and I noticed that the custom top panel and
the "Plank" dock were missing from my interface as well as several other elements that were being

generated with the use of the Raspberry Pi 4 Integrated GPU on the motherboard. Despite the fact
that this is not a very powerful GPU, without a monitor plugged in, the GPU effectively went to sleep
and could not provide the needed capabilities as long as the Pi 4 was running headless.
I kept thinking that perhaps that with the HDMI connected monitor that I was running a different
display and/or window manager. As it turns out, both the HDMI connected monitor and the NX
remote session running headless were both running an LXDE desktop. The difference was that the
headless configuration could not engage the needed GPU to activate all of the screen elements.

If I plugged in the HDMI monitor prior to boot, not only did the HDMI connected monitor display alll
the screen elements, but the Nomachine NX session also displayed properly. If I rebooted without
the HDMI connected, the nomachine session appeared as above lacking the "features".
I've dealt with this behavior before and thought that perhaps certain XWindows session managers
just needed to run on a graphics card and not on a virtual display.
In industry, it is common to offer virtual desktop interfaces (VDI) through applications such as Citrix.
The idea is to have a thin desktop client access a blade server or even dedicated blade to provide a
powerful, but data center centralized desktop. This evolved to the point that these data center
servers were even hosting powerful graphics adapters to support 3D modelling and simulation
applications.
Another important use of graphics adapters is virtual machines. A virtual machine hypervisor can
utilize an installed graphics adapter on the virtual machine host to accelerate the display on a VM.
QNAP's Virtualization Station can use hardware acceleration on a video card installed in the NAS in
this way.

Often, the graphics adapters on these blade servers would either "fall asleep" or be dormant at boot
time because the servers on which they were installed were headless. There is a solution for this
problem.
There is a device called an HDMI Dummy Plug which is a small device that fits on to the HDMI
output of your display card for those
systems that you wish to run headless.
When you plug the dummy plug into your
display adapter, it fools your computer
into thinking that a high resolution display
has been attached and as a result, your
computer unleashes it's full graphical
potential. So, when you plug the dummy
plug in, you're actually simulating the
presence of an attached display which in
turn allows you to use all the processing
power and resolution that your graphics
hardware is capable of providing.
So, as I've mentioned above, many computers don't actually enable their GPU hardware until a
monitor is attached. However, by plugging in a dummy plug into your HDMI port, it can activate your
graphics card and it will simulate up to a 4K display for you.
I purchased a 3pack of the HDMI dummy plugs pictured for $10 on Amazon. This is a surprisingly
simple solution to a often encountered problem. Since the Raspberry Pi 4 uses a Micro HDMI
video connector, I used an Micro HDMI plug to a standard HDMI adapter to connect the HDMI
Dummy plug as shown in the upper left of the picture below.

As soon as I plugged in the HDMI Dummy plug and rebooted the Raspberry Pi 4, I used the
Nomachine client to connect to it. The Raspberry Pi came up with all the screen elements as
expected. Not only that, but sound from the Raspberry Pi 4 was working again. I believe that the
sound was working because the Raspberry Pi 4 motherboard integrated graphics is HDMI based
and by default will route sound to the HDMI port. So, once the HDMI Dummy Plug was in place,
sound was working as well. Here is a picture of the completed desktop connected via Nomachine.

The image above is actually Raspbian running on the Raspberry Pi 4 skinned to look like Mac OSX
Catalina.
In summary, it appears that a video card installed and not connected to a monitor will, in many
cases, go dormant and not allow its GPU to be used by ancillary applications as described in this
tutorial. An HDMI Dummy Plug can allow the display adapter to remain active so that virtual
displays, transcoding processing, and other external applications can make use of a display
adapter on a computer that is configured to be headless.

